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ABSTRACT: in recent years, all of the activities of countries around the world have been carried out digitally, and all 

information or data has been shared over the network, increasing the speed and efficiency of data. Nevertheless, this 

transformation of data over the digital network poses a security risk, namely the loss of user data by third-party 

unauthorized persons or attackers. In order to preserve the security, every user is given a unique identifier or password, 

but the attacker still robs the password using several techniques to avoid this risk we use “honey words”. For detecting 

password database breaches, we propose a system called "Advanced Honey words System". The plan is to create 

several honey words, or false passwords, and store them alongside the real password. Because legitimate users are not 

required to recognize the honey words corresponding to their passwords, any login attempt with honey words is flagged 

as a password database compromise. Their concept includes honey word production, typo-safety measures to prevent 

false alarms, alarm policy upon detection, and checking the system's robustness against various attacks. If hacker trying 

to access user account and enter 3 times wrong password then hacker will get decoy file, also for each wrong password 

notification will go to admin and user. This will provide security. For each wrong password user and admin get 

notification. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Many businesses and software sectors store their data in databases such as ORACLE or Mysql, or other databases. Thus, 

in the database, the entry point of a system that needs the username and password is encrypted. Once a password file has 

been stolen, it is easy to capture most plaintext passwords using the password cracking technology. There are two issues 

that must be addressed in order to avoid this: The first passwords must be secured with the appropriate algorithm and 

protected. The second point is that the entry of unauthorized users into the system should be recognized by a secure 

system.  

In the system we are concentrating on fake passwords and accounts. If any of the honey pot passwords is used, you can 

easily detect the admin. If the administrator creates user accounts and finds a password disclosure. According to the 

study, incorrect login trials with a certain password are recognized for every user and result in Honey Pot accounts. We 

have created and saved the password with the fake password set on the proposed system. We analyses the approach of 

honeywords and make a few comments about system security. In the case of unauthorized users trying to enter the 

system, the alarm is triggered and administrator will receive notification since unauthorized users receive decoy 

documents.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

In this paper [1], they check the honeyword system and present some remarks to highlight possible weak points. Also, 

they suggest an alternative approach that selects the honeywords from existing user passwords in the system in order to 

provide realistic honeywords – a perfectly flat honeyword generation method – and also to reduce storage cost of the 

honeyword scheme. 

 

In this paper [2], they create the honeyword, i.e. a false word, using a perfectly flat honeyword generation method. Hence 

that time they catch the unauthorized user and also the attacker not getting the original data. Now a day, rapid expansion 

of the accessing data from the network or from the other system the security becomes biggest issue. Storage of 

information also becomes the insecure because of attacker. And encryption of the data is also having some deficiencies. 

So the security of data is the latest issue. As the solution of above problem is the honey word generation is the best 

option for providing security to the data. In existing systems they only concentrated on the security of the password file 

but the different issues come. For solving this here we create the honeyword, i.e. a false word, using a perfectly flat 
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honeyword generation method. Hence that time we catch the unauthorized user and also the attacker not getting the 

original data. 

 

In this system [3] the tools create fake accounts and how they manage to circumvent existing security measures. It also 

helps to get an insight into what websites do in order to handle fake accounts, both during the account sign-up process, as 

well as and after the fake accounts have been created. 

 

Using deception techniques [4] (as in honeypots), they propose the user-verifiable authentication scheme (Uvauth) that 

tolerates, instead of detecting or counteracting, guessing attacks. Uvauth provides access to all authentication attempts; 

the correct password enables access to a legitimate session with valid user data, and all incorrect passwords lead to fake 

sessions. 

 

Over the last year [5], there have been many high-profile login leaks, including LinkedIn, Yahoo, and eHarmony. 

Although you never want vulnerabilities that give hackers access to your password hashes, you also want to make sure 

that if the hashes are broken, hackers can't easily generate passwords from them. Large businesses are using poor hashing 

mechanisms that make it easy to break user passwords, as these leaks have shown. In this article, I'll go through the 

fundamentals of password hashing, look at password cracking software and hardware, and talk about how to use hashes 

safely. 

 

In this paper [6], proposed comparing password distributions with a uniform distribution which would provide equivalent 

security against different forms of guessing attack, author estimate that passwords provide fewer than 10 bits of security 

against an online, trawling attack, and only about 20 bits of security against an optimal offline dictionary attack. 

 

Author [7] create partial guessing metrics that include a new type of guesswork that is parameterized by the attacker's 

desired success rate. Our new metric is simple to calculate and directly applicable to security engineering. We estimate 

that passwords provide less than 10 bits of protection against an online trawling attack and just about 20 bits of security 

against an optimal offline dictionary attack by comparing password distributions to a uniform distribution that would 

provide equal security against various types of guessing attacks. Surprisingly little variation in guessing difficulty exists; 

every recognisable group of users created a password distribution that was similarly poor. Security motivations like 

registering a credit card have no more influence than demographic factors like age and nationality. Also constructive 

attempts to encourage users to use better passwords by providing graphical input are ineffective. 

 

Authors create [8] partial guessing metrics that include a new type of guesswork that is parameterized by the attacker's 

desired success rate. Our new metric is simple to calculate and directly applicable to security engineering. We estimate 

that passwords provide less than 10 bits of protection against an online trawling attack and just about 20 bits of security 

against an optimal offline dictionary attack by comparing password distributions to a uniform distribution that would 

provide equal security against various types of guessing attacks. Surprisingly little variation in guessing difficulty exists; 

every recognizable group of users created a password distribution that was similarly poor. Security motivations like 

registering a credit card have no more influence than demographic factors like age and nationality. Also constructive 

attempts to encourage users to use better passwords by providing graphical input are ineffective. 

 

In this paper [9] we studied one of the Honeyword generation method i.e. chaffing-with-tweaking  provide some possible 

improvements which are easy to implement and introduce an enhanced model as a solution to an  open problem also 

overcomes almost all the drawbacks  of  previously proposed honeyword  generation approaches. 

 

Author develop[10] an efficient distributed method for calculating how effectively several heuristic password-guessing 

algorithms guess passwords. Leveraging this method, we investigate (a) the resistance of passwords created under 

different conditions to guessing; (b) the performance of guessing algorithms under different training sets; (c) the 

relationship between passwords explicitly created under a given composition policy and other passwords that happen to 

meet the same requirements; and (d) the relationship between guessability, as measured with password-cracking 

algorithms, and entropy estimates. Our findings advance understanding of both password-composition policies and 

metrics for quantifying password security. 
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III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

We know for any system main focus is protecting user password. Password plays important role. Leaked passwords 

make the users target of many possible cyber-attacks. In order to resolve these problems of defence, two aspects should 

beconsidered: First, passwords need to be covered with sufficient precautions and preservation using salting or some 

other complicated mechanisms for their hash values. Therefore, for an opponent to obtain plaintext keys, it must be 

difficult to invert hashes. Secondly, a safe device can identify the occurrence or non-accessibility of a login file leakage. 

We examine the approach of honeywords and comment on device security. In addition, we note that the main element of 

this approach is that honeywords are so created that they cannot be distinguished from proper passwords. Therefore, we 

suggest a new solution that uses other user’s passwords in the scheme for honeyword sets. In addition, this approach 

decreases the cost of storage relative to the honeyword. We do use honeywords to detect password cracking in our 

proposed model. However, we prefer that you use current passwords to create honeywords rather than create the 

honeywords and add it to a password register. If an intruder types in a faulty password, the user will get notice and the 

administrator will then decoy file if the password enters incorrectly 3 times. Honey checker is used to store right indexes 

for each account and we believe that it authentically interacts with the main server through a secure channel. If any 

password mismatch then alarm will generate to admin that our password file is hack. 

 

 

A. Architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Proposed System Architecture 

 

 

 

USER: 

 

Also user is going to register into system. Then while registration for give password by user system will gen-erate Honey 

Words and their Hash Values and Store into the table. Along with Hash Values the original password hash is also store at 

specific random position. An also user get one generated key for his uploaded file encryption and decryption.Here user is 

going to Login into the System. If password matches with the hash password then user can Login. Log creation is done 

for each user action to the system and which is store into the database. 

 

ADMIN: 

 

Here admin can Login into the system. Once login He can handle all administrative functions. Also admin add the decoy 

file for the uploaded file if unauthorized user tries password combination three times then he can get access to files but 

those file are Decoy files. 
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HACKER: 

 

Here hacker is going to login the system. Here if hacker tries to break the system and if he enters any honey word then 

the alert is given to the real user. And if suppose he try combination of password and it goes more than three attempt and 

also entered password does not match with the honey words then he is his get access the file but all files are decoy files. 

 

B. Algorithm 

 

Algorithm for Honey Word Generator: 
 

1. Take input as a Position(pos) and Password(pass). 

 

2. Reverse the Password. 

 

3. Apply for loop from 1 to 20. 

 

4. if(i == position) 

 

realPassword[i] = pass; hashPassword[i] = generatorHash(pass); 5. else 

 

realPassword[i] = replace(password1); hashPassword[i] = generatorHash(pass); 

 

Fig. 1. passResult.put(”real”, realedPassword); passResult.put(”hash”, hashedPassword); 

passResult is HashMap. 

Fig. 2. return passResult; 

 

C. . Mathematical Model 

 

Input 
 
 

Input given to the system is: - password. 

 

Output 
 
Check entered password is matched if not matched then send notification to user that any one try to login your system 

and if password is entered three times wrong then generate alert to admin that our password file is hacked. Send 

notification to user. 

 

Process 
 

Attack: 

 

pz : is a assigned by system as a honeyword. K: honeywords are assigned to each account. pr :is the probability that pz. 

Ia assigned one of the honeyword for uy. Password Guessing: pr(Success): is probability that the adversary makes a 

correct guess for randomly picked username. T : no. of honeypots in system . 

 

k : No. Sweetword. 

 

Storage cost: 

 

N stands for no. of users in system. 

 

h:denotes length of password hash in bytes. 

k: denotes no. of Sweetword assigned to each account. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In this system we analyzed the possibility of using Honeyword as an ideal mechanism to protect passwords if the 

problems it addresses could be resolved. We have indicated the strength of the honeyword system will be determined by 

the honeyword creation mechanism we have adapted. Another point we want to emphasize is that the system has to 

guarantee the low probability of DoS since it may present a serious threat. The proposed model has been compared to 

other models in terms of resistance, flatness and usability in terms of safety and usability compared to other models.  
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